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A novel mechanism for telomere size
control in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
Bibo Li^ and Arthur J. Lustig^'^'^
^Graduate Program in Molecular Biology, Cornell University Graduate School of Medical Sciences, New York, New York
10021 USA, and ^Molecular Biology Program, Sloan-Kettering Institute, Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New
York, New York 10021 USA
One of the central requirements for eukaryotic chromosome stability is the maintenance of the simple
sequence tracts at telomeres. In this study, we use genetic and physical assays to reveal the nature of a novel
mechanism by which telomere length is controlled. This mechanism, telomeric rapid deletion (TRD), is
capable of reducing elongated telomeres to wild-type tract length in an apparently single-division process. The
deletion of telomeres to wild-type lengths is stimulated by the hprl mutation, suggesting that TRD in these
cells is the consequence of an intrachromatid pathway. Paradoxically, TRD is also dependent on the lengths of
the majority of nonhomologous telomeres in the cell. Defects in the chromatin-organizing protein Sir3p
increase the rate of Aprl-induced rapid deletion and specifically change the spectrum of rapid deletion events.
We propose a model in which interactions among telosomes of nonhomologous chromosomes form higher
order complexes that restrict the access of the intrachromatid recombination machinery to telomeres. This
mechanism of size control is distinct from that mediated through telomerase and is likely to maintain
telomere length within a narrow distribution.
[Key Words: Telomeres; telomeric size control; telomeric associations; HPRl; SIRS]
Received February 15, 1996; revised version accepted April 15, 1996.

Telomeres, the unique protein-DNA structures present
at the termini of linear eukaryotic chromosomes, partic
ipate in two critical roles: as substrates for a unique nonDNA templated mechanism of end replication (Greider
1995), and as caps to protect the chromosomes from deg
radation and rearrangement (Zakian 1995a). Telomeres
also confer effects on transcription, replication, and
chromatin structure in adjacent domains (Shore 1995;
Zakian 1995a).
In most organisms, telomeric DNA is composed of
simple-sequence G-l-T-rich DNA, with the G-rich
strand oriented in a 5'-^3' direction toward the terminus
(Zakian 1995a). The enzyme responsible for addition of
these simple sequences is telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein that adds telomeric sequences onto the G-rich
strand using a sequence within the RNA component as
template (Greider 1995). Following G-strand synthesis,
the complementary strand is likely to be replicated by
lagging-strand synthesis coupled with a mechanism for
generating a new 3' overhang (Zahler and Prescott 1988;
Lingner et al. 1995). In most organisms, telomeric tract
size of even an individual chromosomal end varies
among different cells of a population. Nevertheless, te
lomere size is regulated, because telomeric tracts cluster
within a discrete distribution of sizes (Walmsley and
Petes 1985; Shampay and Blackburn 1988).
The processes that maintain telomere tract sizes
within a discrete distribution are poorly understood. The
importance of size regulation is underscored by the in^Coiiesponding author.
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viability caused by grossly elongated telomeres in the
budding yeast Kluyveiomyces lactis (McEachem and
Blackburn 1995). In principle, this process may involve
factors that either limit the processivity of telomerase or
truncate the elongated telomeres to their original length.
Telomere size control has been studied extensively in
the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The structure of the
yeast telomere is typical of most eukaryotes, except that
the repeat unit of the telomere is irregular, following the
consensus sequence (TG)i_6TG2_3 (Zakian 1995b). The
mean length of these tracts, termed TGi_3 tracts, ranges
from 150 to 800 bp in different strains, with individual
telomeres maintained in a genetically determined equi
librium centered around an average length (Walmsley
and Petes 1985; Shampay and Blackburn 1988; Zakian
1995b). The recent characterization of the RNA compo
nent of telomerase (Singer and Gottschling 1994) and the
detection of telomerase activity (Cohn and Blackburn
1995; Lin and Zakian 1995; Lue and Wang 1995) indicate
that telomerase is also used to synthesize telomeric re
peats in yeast.
One of the principal components that regulates telo
meric TGi_3 tract size is the essential and abundant
DNA-binding protein Raplp (Shore 1994; Gilson and
Gasser 1995). Raplp-binding sites reside in a variety of
genomic loci, including multiple upstream activating se
quences, the silencer elements within HML and HMR,
and the telomeric TGi_3 tracts. At telomeres, high-affin
ity Raplp-binding sites are present at an average density
of 1 site per 18 bp of telomeric sequence (Longtine et al.
1989; Gilson et al. 1993).
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The fact that Raplp is present at the telomere in vivo
is indicated by the association of Raplp Vk^ith telomeric
chromatin fractions (termed the telosome), and by immunocytochemical locaHzation of Raplp to telomeric
regions in meiotic cells (Conrad et al. 1990; Klein et al.
1992; Wright et al. 1992). Furthermore, in mitotic cells,
Raplp-telomeric complexes cluster at sites near the nu
clear periphery (Palladino et al. 1993). Genetic studies
have shown that Raplp has multiple functions in the
regulation of telomere size, chromosome stability, and
telomeric silencing (Shore 1994; Gilson and Gasser
1995; Zakian 1995b).
Truncation of the terminal 144-165 amino acids from
the 827-amino-acid Raplp in three mutant alleles {lapl17, iapl-18, and rapl-19, collectively termed the rapV
alleles), has extreme effects on telomere size and stabil
ity, although DNA binding efficiency and specificity are
unaltered (Kyrion et al. 1992). These Raplp mutants lack
the carboxy-terminal sites that are required for associa
tion v^^ith the silencer regulatory proteins SirSp and Sir4p
(Moretti et al. 1994). Each rapV mutation results in un
controlled telomere elongation. Telomeres attain sizes
up to 4 kb longer than the ~300-bp wild-type telomeric
tract and are highly unstable. Although individual te
lomeres in wild-type cells vary by only 100 bp in size,
telomeres of lapl^ cells can differ by >2 kb after only 25
generations of growth.
Interestingly, rapV telomeres are also capable of rapid
single-division loss of part or all of the increased tract
sequences. These telomeric rapid deletion (TRD) events
are unlike most processes that act to shorten telomeric
tracts, which remove only several base pairs per genera
tion. TRD acts stochastically: A deletion event at one
telomere does not predict an event at another (Kyrion et
al. 1992). Interestingly, a similar deletion process has
been observed under specialized conditions in trypanosomes and ciliates (Bernards et al. 1983; Roth and Prescott 1985; Larson et al. 1987), as well as at individual
telomeres in an immortalized human cell line (Mumane
et al. 1994). Thus, this deletion process may be shared
among a wide range of eukaryotes and play a common
role in telomere size regulation.
In this study, we use a novel genetic assay coupled
with physical assays to explore the nature of rapid dele
tion in wild-type cells. We find that wild-type cells are
capable of efficiently processing elongated telomeres to
wild-type tract length, suggesting that rapid deletion
may play a role in telomere size control. We present
evidence that two processes contribute to TRD: intrachromatid recombination and a mechanism that mea
sures telomeres relative to one another.
Results
Elongated telomeres introduced into wild-type cells
can be restored to wild-type length through TRD
Previously, we have identified and characterized TRD in
cells containing the rapV alleles. These apparently sin
gle-division events are unlike most processes that act on
telomeres, which result in a slow progressive loss of te

lomeric sequences. To determine whether TRD can oc
cur in wild-type cells, we introduced elongated telo
meres into a wild-type strain. Cells carrying one of the
rapl' alleles, rapl -17, that produces elongated telomeres,
including an elongated AD£2-marked telomere on the
left arm of chromosome Vll (VIIL), were mated to wildtype RAPl cells. Wild-type spore colonies containing the
elongated AD£2-marked telomere were recovered
among the meiotic progeny. These strains contain, on
average, 50% of telomeres at wild-type size and 50% of
telomeres elongated to varying extents. The majority of
such telomeres remain elongated for >100 generations,
exhibiting only a slow loss of sequence (data not shown;
see Fig. 6 and 7, below). We frequently observed, how
ever, colonies derived from single cells containing a mix
ture of the elongated telomere and a species migrating
close to (i.e. within 200 bp) or at wild-type tract length
(Fig. lA). As in rapl'' alleles, these deletions represent
loss of telomeric tract, rather than alterations in subtelomeric sequences (data not shown). The majority (86/
102) of deletion events produce telomeres of approxi
mately wild-type length, with the remainder of deletion
events resulting in telomeres of intermediate size. Sim
ilar results were obtained at a URA3-m.Sirked telomere
on the right arm of chromosome V and at the naturally
occurring left telomere of chromosome III (data not
shown). The fraction of deleted species of higher molec
ular weight may represent short-lived TRD intermedi
ates or TRD events of altered precision.
Serial liquid subculturing (Fig. IB; see Materials and
methods) demonstrated a similar processing to telomere
tract sizes close to wild-type without a visible (or suffi
ciently long-lived) intermediate form. These data indi
cate that wild-type cells are capable of rapid deletion
events that differ in precision from those previously ob
served in rapl^ cells. The precision of TRD in wild-type
cells (defined here as its fidelity) raises the possibility
that rapid deletion may be a general pathway participat
ing in telomere size control.
To determine whether analogous rapid increases in te
lomere size also take place in wild-type cells, the ADE2marked telomere was replaced with a (7i?A3-marked te
lomere in a wild-type strain in which an average of 50%
of the telomeres were elongated (see Materials and meth
ods). The newly formed L7i^A3-marked telomeres reattained wild-type 300-bp TGi_3 tracts and did not alter
even after extensive growth (data not shown). These data
indicate that a high rate of reciprocal recombination or
gene conversion between short and elongated telomeres
does not take place. Rare increases in the size of elon
gated i4D£2-marked telomeres have, however, been ob
served (e.g., lanes 4, 5; Fig. 3A, below), but occur at a very
low rate relative to TRD (6 events/254 assayed). This
experiment also demonstrates that wild-type telomeres
do not use the elongated nonhomologous telomeres as a
ruler to measure tract length.
Genetic characterization of telomeric rapid deletion
To monitor telomeric rapid deletion more easily, we deGENES & DEVELOPMENT
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Figure 1. TRD in wild-type cells. [A] iVdel-digested DNAs from nine wild-type single colonies carrying an elongated AD£2-marked
telomere (BL22-2b, lanes 2-10] were hybridized with ADE2 sequences. The progenitor strain (WT^), from which the colonies in lanes
2-10 were derived, is shown in lane 1. The wild-type strain AJL275-2a-VIIL-ADE, carrying a wild-type length AD£2-marked telomere
(—300 bp; WT), is shown in lane 11. [B] DNA was isolated from wild-type RAPl cells, carrying an elongated AD£2-marked telomere
(BL27-lla), which were subcultured in liquid YPAD medium continuously for three rounds, with each round consisting of —10
generations of growth. DNA was isolated and treated as described above. In both A and B, the long arrows indicate the normal
wild-type VIIL telomere length, whereas the short arrows indicate the position of the elongated AD£2-marked telomere. The 4.2-kb
fragment in this and other figures is an internal AD£2-hybridizing species.

signed a simple color assay. Elongated telomeres intro
duced into a wild-type strain hyper-repress telomere-adjacent genes (Kyrion et al. 1993). We reasoned, therefore,
that rare fully derepressed colonies might represent cells
vsrith a deleted telomeric tract.
To test this hypothesis, we compared the sectoring
patterns of wild-type strains containing normal and elon
gated AD£2-marked telomeres (Fig. 2). The repressed
Ade~ state is monitored by the accumulation of a red
pigment resulting in red colonies (or sectors). In contrast,
the derepressed state is monitored by the formation of
white colonies (or sectors). Wild-type cells containing
telomeres of normal length (300 bp) produce fully white
colonies (80%) and white colonies with red sectors
(18%), with only a small fraction forming red colonies
(2%). In contrast, wild-type cells that carry a 900-bp
AD£2-marked telomere form red and white sectored col
onies. Only a small fraction of cells (<1%) forms com
pletely white colonies. Nonsectored white colonies iden
tified in strains containing the elongated AD£2-marked
telomere might, therefore, represent rapid deletion
events that restore wild-type tract lengths.
To prove this relationship, we analyzed tract lengths
from both sectored colonies and nonsectored white col
onies in wild-type cells. All red colonies contain elon
gated AD£2-marked VIIL telomeres (Fig. 3A). Similarly,
the majority of white colonies with red sectors contains
the elongated telomere (data not shown). In striking con
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trast, the vast majority of nonsectored white colonies
contain AD£2-marked VIIL telomeres close to wild-type
length (Fig. 3B). Because telomeres of wild-type size can
not occur through slow attrition of tract during the pe
riod of colony growth, the frequency of white colonies
represents an estimate of the rapid deletion frequency.
This frequency may be an underestimate, as the switch
from red to white color following TRD appears to require
several generations (data not shown).
We determined the TRD rate to be 1.2x10"^ and
5.4xl0"^/cell division in wild-type haploid and diploid
cells, respectively (Table 1). An ~840-bp TGi_3 tract, 540
bp larger than that found in the wild-type W303 back
ground used in these studies, is sufficient to yield max
imal TRD frequencies.
By use of this assay, we tested the involvement of dif
ferent classes of recombination and genome instability
pathways in TRD through a mutational analysis. Among
the mutations tested were those affecting repeated ele
ment recombination (rad52, radl, hprl, hprS], mismatch
repair and polymerase slippage {pmsl, msh2, msh3, ithl,
rad5], topoisomerases [topi, top3], telomere size control
{tlcl, tell, estl], and telomeric silencing {sir2, sir3, sir4].
The response of rapid deletion to these mutations was
highly specific, with most mutations (except those dis
cussed below) having TRD frequencies not significantly
different from wild-type (data not shown).
These studies implicated several genes in TRD. One of
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Figure 2. Construction of color assay for TRD. Diagram of color assay used to assay TRD. The Ndel site used to detect telomere tract
size is also shown.

these, RAD52, is primarily required for double-strandbreak mediated recombination and is essential for mi
totic intrachromosomal gene conversion (Petes et al.
1991). The rad52 null allele causes a small, but clearly
significant, threefold decrease in rapid deletion rates (Ta
ble 1). Hence, whereas a i?AD52-mediated recombinational pathway plays a role in TRD (either directly or
indirectly), rapid deletion cannot be mediated solely
through intra- or interchromosomal gene conversion. In
contrast, loss of the well-defined Radlp/RadlOp endonuclease, involved in the single-strand annealing pathway
(Bardwell et al. 1994), does not decrease the frequency of
rapid deletion (Table 1).
The hprl mutation

enhances RAD52-dependent

TRD

The most dramatic effect of any mutation tested was
exhibited by the hyper-recombination mutation hprl.
hprl null mutations result in an ~ 10-fold increase in
TRD rate (Table 1). This result is intriguing because the
effects of hprl mutations on recombination are highly
specific, increasing the rate of intrachromatid excision
(Aguilera and Klein 1989; Klein 1995). Other classes of
recombination, including simple gene conversion, and
unequal sister chromatid exchange are unaffected by the
hprl mutation. These data suggest that TRD in hprl
strains is mediated through an increase in the rate of
intrachromatid excision. In contrast, hpr5 mutations,
which increase multiple classes of gene conversion with
out affecting intrachromatid recombination (Aguilera
and Klein 1989), have wild-type TRD rates (Table 1). The
increase in TRD exhibited by hprl null alleles is fully
dependent on RAD52, but is independent of RADl (Ta

ble 1). Further evidence for the specificity of the hpil
hyper-TRD phenotype is provided by the observation
that other hyper-recombinational mutations, including
topi and tops, have no significant effect on TRD (data
not shown; Christman et al. 1988; Wallis et al. 1989).
To corroborate the results of the genetic assay, we es
timated rapid deletion frequencies independently
through a physical analysis of telomere tract lengths (Fig.
4). Wild-type, hprl, and hprl radl cells, each containing
an elongated AD£2-marked telomere, were grown for
—25 generations on solid media, and telomere sizes were
characterized (see Materials and methods). While wildtype cells display only low or undetectable levels of de
leted forms after this limited growth, hprl and hprl radl
cells exhibit a high frequency of deleted products. Up to
50% of the cells derived from a single colony contain
deleted forms, suggesting the presence of single-division
deletion events. A 10-fold increase in the rate of accu
mulation of deleted forms, relative to wild-type, was also
estimated from continuous subculturing of hprl cells in
liquid media (see Fig. 6, below). Significantly, although
there is no selection for tract length, the vast majority of
deletion events restored tract sizes close to wild-type
length. These data suggest that wild-type and hprl-in
duced TRD pathways may share components.

Sir3p affects both the rate and
of rapid deletion events

spectrum

A number of proteins have been identified that are es
sential for telomeric silencing (Gilson and Gasser 1995).
These include the silent information regulator (SIR) pro-
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Figure 3. Colony color reflects ADE2marked telomere tract size. [A] Ndel-digested DNAs from individual red colonies
of RAPl cells (BL22-lc), carrying the elon
gated AD£2-marked telomere (lanes
2-18], were treated as described in the leg
end to Fig. 1. (Lane 19, WT^) The original
wild-type cells from which the single col
onies in lanes 2-18 were derived. All of
the VIIL telomeres remain elongated, al
though some deleted forms generated dur
ing growth are also observed. [B] Ndel-digested DNAs from individual pure white
colonies of wild-type RAPl cells (BL22Ic; lanes 2-17] were treated as in A. Lane
18 (WTo) refers to the original wild-type
cells from which the single colonies in
lanes 2-17 were derived. AJL275-2aVIIL-ADE (WT) was used as a control in
lanes 1 {A,B]. The arrows in this and sub
sequent figures (Figs. 4—8) indicate the po
sition of wild-type telomere length (—300
bp).
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teins Sir2p, SirSp and Sir4p. SirSp and Sir4p have the
capacity to self-associate and associate v^^ith one another
(Chien et al. 1991; Moretti et al. 1994), and appear to be
recruited to the telomere by association with Raplp
(Moretti et al. 1994; Cockell et al. 1995). These proteins
are, therefore, candidates for factors involved in telosome structure or telosome/telosome associations
among nonhomologs. To test whether these silencer pro
teins play a role in rapid deletion, we relied on physical
assays, as sir mutations abolish the telomeric silencing
required for the color assay. Because the physical assay is
less sensitive than the genetic assay, we were restricted
to testing for increases in the frequency or changes in the
fidelity of TRD. We generated a set of strains containing
the elongated AD£2-marked telomere and either the
sir2::URA3, sir3::LEU2, or sir4::URA3 disruption alle
les. Neither the sii2 nor the sii4 null allele has a discern
ible effect on TRD (data not shown). In contrast, siiS
cells displayed an altered spectrum of rapidly shortened
products. First, the majority of colonies (27 of 32 colo
nies tested in four independent experiments) displayed a
clustering of slightly shortened fragments observed as a
smear beneath the original telomeric fragment (Fig. 5).
Such a population is never observed in wild-type cells,
even after overexposure.
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Second, out of the 13 discrete deletion products ob
served in the 32 sirS colonies tested, 10 shortened the
elongated AD£2-marked telomere by no more than —350
bp. Only three telomeres returned to wild-type size. In
terestingly, 4 of the 10 anomalously sized discrete prod
ucts were present in equal abundance with the original
telomeric fragment, suggesting a high frequency of firstdivision deletion events. The Sir3p-associating protein,
Rad7p, involved in nucleotide excision repair (Paetkau et

Table 1. Rapid deletion is partially dependent on RAD52
and is stimulated by hprl mutations
Mutation

Rate/cell division ± S.D.
(no. fluctuation trials)

wild type
Tad52
radl
hpil
hprl rad52
hprl radl
hprS

1.2
3.9
3.8
9.8
6.7
1.6
1.2

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

10"■^ ± 0.34 X 10 -Mio)
10"-4 ^ 2.3 X 10" " ( 6 ) ^
10"-3 + 2.1 X 10- M3)
10' ■3 - K 4.0 X 10 3(7,a
10 "'* ± 0.11 X 10 -'{^)
10 -2 + 0.8 X 10" " ( 3 ) ^
10"-3 ^- 7.2 X 10^ M2)

"Value IS different from wild type at P < 0.01. (S.D. Standard
deviation.
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al. 1994), had no effect on the rate ( 1.2x10'^ ± O./xlO"-*
events/cell division) or fideUty (data not shown) of TRD.
Third, hprl sii3 double mutants displayed a rate of
deletion to v^rild-type tract length so high that the ma
jority of double m u t a n t s contained deleted telomeres af
ter only a few generations (data not shown). To study
TRD in hpil sir3 double mutants over a shorter time
scale, we conducted serial liquid subculturing and esti
mated the rate of accumulation of deleted forms in wildtype, hprl and hprl sii3 cells (Fig. 6). In this assay wildtype cells displayed a slow accumulation of deleted prod
uct (-0.2%/generation), hprl mutant cells showed a 10fold increase in the initial rate of deletion over wild-type,
reaching a m a x i m u m of 75%-80% deleted forms in 7
generations, hprl sirS double mutants, on the other
hand, reached this m a x i m u m at the earliest time point,
precluding quantitative analysis, and additionally dis
played the smear of fragments of smaller size than the
original elongated telomere. Although a fraction of the
double mutant cells remain elongated during the period
of subculturing, further subculturing revealed that dele
tion in this population still occurs at rates equal to or

Figure 4. hprlA alleles and hprlA ladl
double mutants have elevated TRD rates.
[A] DNA was isolated from single colonies
of wild-type (BL22-2b; lanes 1-7] and hpil
(BL33-4C; lanes 9-15] mutant cells, carry
ing the elongated AD£2-marked telomere,
after growth for —25 generations, and sub
jected to Southern analysis as described in
the legend to Fig. 1. (Lane 8, WTo) The
original wild-type cells used for the isola
tion of single colonies in lanes 1-7; (lane
16, hprlAJ] the original hpil cells from
which the single colonies in lanes 9-15
were derived. [B] DNA was isolated from
single colonies of wild-type (BL27-lla;
lanes 2-9] and hprlA ladl (BL43-6d; lanes
11-18] cells and treated as in A. (Lane 10,
WTQ) The original wild-type cells from
which the single colonies shown in lanes
2-9 were derived; (lane 19, hprlA radlj
the original hpilA ladl cells from which
the single colonies (lanes 11-18] of hprlA
radl cells were derived. AJL275-2a-VIILADE (WT) was used as a control in lane 1
of B.

greater than that present in hprl cells (data not shov^oi).
sir3 cells, therefore, appear to make the telomere more
susceptible to processes acting rapidly to alter telomere
size.
Rapid deletion is dependent on the telomeric
TGi_3 tract lengths of nonhomologs
The vast majority of TRD products are close to wild-type
size in both wild-type and hprl cells. This observation
could reflect a property of the marked telomere itself
(e.g., a preferential site for recombination or endonucleolytic cleavage), or the ability of the elongated ADE2marked telomere to measure length relative to telomeres
of nonhomologous chromosomes. To differentiate be
tween these two possibilities, we constructed a strain
carrying a rapl::LEU2 null allele and a rapl-17 allele on
a CEN plasmid (Fig. 7A), and subcultured the cells to
elongate all telomeres. A plasmid shuffle was then car
ried out to replace the rapl-17 allele with a plasmidborne copy of wild-type RAPl. These cells were then
subcultured for 30 generations, and the telomere sizes
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1.98kb
1.90kb

1.59kb
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Figure 5. sirS mutations alter the spectrum of rapid deletion events. DNA was isolated from individual colonies of wild-type
(BL27-lla; lanes 11-18] and siT3::LEU2 (BL27-lla/sir3 transformant 5; lanes 2-9) cells carrying the elongated AD£2-marked telomere
after ~25 generations of growth. DNA was treated as described m the legend to Fig. 1. (Lane 10, sirSo) The original sirS cells from which
the single colonies shown in lanes 2-9 were derived; (lane 19, WT„) the original wild-type cells from which the single colonies shown
in lanes 11-18 were derived. AJL275-2a-VIIL-ADE (WT) was used as a control in lane ].

WT
Number of
generations

2

4361bp

Figure 6. hprl A sir3 double mutants have
more extreme effects on TRD than hprl A
and sii3 single mutants. Wild-type (BL2711a), hpilA (BL33-4C, left; BL33-17b, 2322bp
right], and hprlA sirS (BL33-4c/sir3 trans
formant 10) cells containing the elongated 2027bp
AD£2-marked VIIL telomere were subcultured in YPAD liquid medium for three
rounds, with each round representing two
generations of growth. The number of subcultured generations are listed above each
lane. DNA was isolated from each culture
and subjected to Southern analysis as
descirbed in the legend to Fig. 1. AJL2752a-VIIL-ADE (WT) is also shown.
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Figure 7. TRD is sensitive to the length of nonhomologous telomeres. [A] Diagram depicting a scheme to test the effect of nonho
mologous telomere length (see text for details). [B] Wild-type cells, containing all telomeres lengthened to varying extents (BL45-23cP-l-D transformants 1, 2, and 4 from left to right; labeled 100%), and wild-type cells, containing 50% elongated and 50% wild-type
length telomeres (BL27-1 la, BL27-lld, BL27-6a from left to right; labeled 50%), each containing the elongated AD£2-marked telomere,
were subcultured continuously in liquid media, with each round representing —10 generations of growth. DNA was treated as
described in the legend to Fig. 1. (C) hprlA cells containing 75% wild-type and 25% elongated telomeres (BL33-4c, generated through
two backcrosses; see Materials and methods) and hprlA cells containing 100% elongated telomeres (BL45-23c-P-fD/hprl transfor
mants 4 and 9) were treated as in Fig. 7B. The doublet in the 25% lane is the presumed consequence of an aberrant deletion that arose
prior to subculturing. Strain AJL275-2a-VIIL-ADE2 (WT) is also shown. There is no difference in the TRD rate of wild-type or hprl
cells containing 25% or 50% elongated telomeres (data not shown).

were analyzed (see Materials and methods). Surprisingly,
no deletion products were observed in wild-type RAPl
cells in which all telomeres were elongated to varying
extents (Fig. 7B). hprl cells have a higher rate of TRD
and, hence, increase the sensitivity of this assay. When

we introduced the hpil mutation into the wild-type
strain after global telomere elongation, however, no dis
crete deletion products were observed even after exten
sive subculturing (Fig. 7C). These data indicate that rapid
deletion is sensitive to the sizes of the telomeres of non-
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WT

hprliirapl-I7
si

s2

s3

s4

4.27kb.

1.98kb

l.S9kb

1.37kb

rapl-17

Figure 8. hpilA partially suppresses the
telomere elongation phenotype of the
mpl-17 mutation, iapl-17 [BL45-16aP
[left] and BL45-23cP [nght]] and rapl-l?
hpilA [BL45-29bP transformants 2 [left]
and 10 {right)] cells, carrying the ADE2marked telomere, were subcultured for
four rounds (sl-s4), with each round con
sisting of ~25 generations of growth. [A]
DNA was isolated from each culture, and
the AD£2-marked telomere length as
sayed as described in the legend to Fig. 1.
(WT) AJL275-2a-VIIL-ADE2. [B] The
length of the majority of telomeres (the Y'
class telomeres) was assayed by Southern
analysis of the same DNA as in A, with
poly[d(GT)]poly[d(CA)] as a probe after di
gestion with Xhol. (WT) W303.

1.37kb

homologs and suggest that TRD may specify product
size relative to the telomere lengths of other chromo
somal termini. Consistent with this view, AD£2-marked
elongated telomeres in tell cells display more extensive
rapid deletions to sizes close to the expected tell telo
mere length [-80 bp (Lustig and Petes 1986); data not
shown].
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One explanation for the high rate of rapid deletion in
rapl-17 cells is the presence of a telomere-size-control
mechanism that acts on, or is induced by, the elongated
telomeres. A prediction of this model is that elevating
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the rates of rapid deletion in hpil iapl-17 cells may al
leviate telomere elongation by stimulating rapid dele
tion. To test this, we designed an assay in which telo
mere elongation by Rapl-17p could not take place before
disruption of the HPRl gene. We constructed a strain
containing a rapl::LEU2 disruption, the wild-type copy
of RAPl on a CEN plasmid, and either an HPRl or an
hprl::HIS3 disruption allele. All telomeres, including
the AD£2-marked telomere, were of wild-type length. A
plasmid shuffle was then used to replace the wild-type
copy of RAPl with the rapl-17 gene, and the strains were
subcultured (see Materials and methods). Strains wildtype for HPRl showed the expected elongation of both
the AD£2-marked VIIL telomere and the majority of un
marked telomeres (Fig. 8A,B). In contrast, strains carry
ing the hpilr.HISS null allele displayed only partially
elongated telomeres that had a less heterogeneous dis
tribution.
Discussion
In this study we characterize a novel mechanism for telomere-size control that can process elongated yeast te
lomeres to wild-type tract lengths at high frequencies
(1.2x10"^ and 5.4xl0"^/cell division in haploid and dip
loid cells, respectively). Because haploid cells have 32
telomeres, there is an ~4% chance that in any cell divi
sion one of the telomeres may undergo rapid deletion.
The chance of deletion is 10-fold higher (-40%) in dip
loid cells, suggesting that the rate might be limited by
the number of telomere pairing partners. These data sug
gest that TRD may play an active role in telomere size
control, possibly by acting as a ruler for the maintenance
of average telomere tract sizes. The unidirectionality of
TRD to wild-type lengths may also be a mechanism to
prohibit the formation of a new steady-state from telo
meres of differing lengths.
Apart from the high fidelity of rapid deletion in wildtype cells, two additional factors suggest that the model
system used in this study reflects events occurring in the
wild-type state. First, rapid deletion events occur within
the range of sizes observed in naturally occurring labo
ratory strains, which vary in average size from 150 to 800
bp. Second, the Raplp site density and the adherence to
the telomeric consensus sequence is identical in wildtype and rapl-17 telomeres (data not shown).
Potential mechanisms of TRD
The evidence presented in this study suggests that the
predominant TRD pathway involves intrachromatid re
combination, although no single pathway is likely to ex
plain all TRD events. Theoretically, several classes of
processing events may explain rapid deletion. First, TRD
may involve DNA slippage during replication. Although
DNA polymerase slippage normally involves small (2-4
bp) deletions or expansions of repeated sequences, a mul
tiplicity of such events or an aberrant event might result
in the deleted product. However, mutations in the mis
match repair genes (i.e., PMSl, MSH2, MSH3) and in

RTHl, encoding a 5 ' - ^ 3 ' exonuclease, all of which
stimulate DNA polymerase slippage (Strand et al. 1993,
1995; Johnson et al. 1995), have no corresponding effect
on TRD. Similarly, elimination of RAD5, encoding a helicase thought to be involved in DNA polymerase slip
page (Johnson et al. 1995), does not inhibit rapid deletion.
Second, telomeres may undergo unequal sister chro
matid exchange (USCE) or, alternatively, ectopic ex
change or gene conversion between the telomeres of
nonhomologs. In the former case, physical assays should
display an elongation of the AD£2-marked telomere as
sociated with each rapid deletion event. Such elongation,
however, is never found in either wild-type or Tapl-17
cells. Ectopic events are also rendered unlikely by the
rarity of rapid elongation events in which elongated or
wild-type-length marked telomeres are the recipient of
additional telomeric tracts. Similarly, the hprS muta
tion, which increases the frequency of many classes of
sister chromatid and ectopic gene conversion (Aguilera
and Klein 1989), has no effect on rapid deletion.
Third, telomeres may be processed by an endonuclease. This mechanism seems unlikely to be the major
pathway because (1) the majority of TRD events are de
pendent on the RAD52 gene, and (2) the hpil enhance
ment of TRD is fully i?i4D52-dependent. The nuclease
activities associated with telomerase (Greider 1995; Melek et al. 1996) are also unlikely to contribute to TRD
because a null allele of TLCl, encoding the RNA com
ponent of telomerase, has no effect on TRD. Similarly,
mutations in two other genes encoding telomere-sizing
factors, TELl (Lustig and Petes 1986) and ESTl (Lundblad and Szostak 1989), do not significantly influence
TRD rate.
Fourth, telomeres may shorten via an intrachromatid
recombination pathway. Two considerations favor this
interpretation. First, an intrachromatid event most sim
ply explains the lack of a stable reciprocal product. Sec
ond, the characteristics of recombination in hprl cells
also favor intrachromatid excision, hprl mutations spe
cifically increase the frequency of intrachromatid exci
sion between repeated elements in a i?AD52-dependent
fashion, as observed for rapid deletion (Klein 1995). This
i?AD52-dependence also argues against the possibility
that TRD is influenced by the reported transcriptional
activation function of Hprlp (Zhu et al. 1995). In wildtype cells, Hprlp may repress TRD intrachromatid re
combination by restricting access of recombinational en
zymes or by promoting the repair of recombinogenic le
sions.
To what extent do events in the hprl hyper-recombi
nation mutant reflect the mechanism of TRD in wildtype cells? Several novel characteristics of the recombi
nant product argue for a mechanistic similarity. First,
the product of the reaction in wild-type and hprl cells is
identical. An increase in the efficiency of a second inde
pendent pathway acting on reiterated imperfect telo
meric repeats would be unlikely to yield the same wildtype length product. Second, as for wild type, the deleted
product does not appear to proceed through any apparent
reproducible (or long-lived) intermediate. Third, elongaGENES & DEVELOPMENT
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tion of the majority of cellular telomeres eliminates
rapid deletion in both wild-type and hprl cells. Fourth,
unlike most hprl-induced events (Santos-Rosa and Aguilera 1994), TRD in both wild-type and hprl cells is
iMDi-independent. Hence, the same type of novel
ilAD52-dependent sizing mechanism may be operating
in both wild-type and hprl cells, arguing for at least a
partial mechanistic similarity. We note that our inability
to observe an effect of rad52 mutations in rapl-17 cells
in a previous study (Kyrion et al. 1992) may be the result
of the insensitivity of the physical assays used in that
study.
Among the classes of potential intrachromatid TRD
events are single-strand annealing (SSA), reciprocal
crossing-over, and abortive crossing-over. SSA involves
DNA breakage, strand recision, reannealing, elimination
of the 3' overhang by the Radlp/RadlOp endonuclease
(when repeats are separated by nonhomology), and liga
tion. The ultimate consequence is the loss of the inter
vening sequences (Tomkinson et al. 1993). Because te
lomeres consist of imperfect TGi_3 repeats, Radlp-independent TRD can take place by SSA only if pairing does
not produce a 3' overhang and if mismatches between
imperfectly paired sequences are tolerated. The alterna
tive possibilities are reciprocal and abortive crossovers
(Haber 1992) between irregular repeats that should pro
ceed through the formation of heteroduplex DNA. The
DNA damage that initiates TRD remains unknown. It is
intriguing to speculate, however, that Cdcl3p, which ap
pears to be required for the repair of single-stranded telomeric damage (Garvik et al. 1995), may regulate the
initiation of TRD.
The role of Sir3p in telomeric recombination
One unexpected finding is that the Sir3p influences a
number of processes acting rapidly at the telomere. sir3
mutant cells display a heterogeneous set of fragments
extending to sizes -350 bp smaller than the original
elongated telomere and a high frequency of abnormally
deleted telomeric species. In addition, mutations in SIRS
result in an increase in the rate of hprl-induced rapid
deletion. Neither sir2 nor sir4 null alleles confer these
phenotypes. This may reflect a lack of involvement of
Sir2p and Sir4p in TRD, or, alternatively, a requirement
for these proteins not detectable by physical assays. We
note that the sir3::LEU2 disruption allele used in these
studies displays residual activity under some conditions
(see Materials and methods). Thus, a sirS null allele may
have a more extreme or altered rapid deletion phenotype.
The nucleotide excision repair protein, Rad7p, repairs
UV-induced DNA damage preferentially from silent loci
and nontranscribed strands (Verhage et al. 1994). Genetic
and two-hybrid data suggest that Sir3p/Rad7p interac
tion may be required for RadZp to gain access to silent
domains (Paetkau et al. 1994). However, no significant
difference in TRD rates or fidelity were observed in radl
null alleles (data not shown). Thus, the effect of Sir3p on
rapid deletion is mechanistically distinct from the action
of Rad7p and Sir3p in DNA repair.
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One possibility is that Sir3p restricts access of a num
ber of distinct telomeric rapid degradation processes
(e.g., exonucleolytic and recombinational pathways). A
second possibility is that the sir3 phenotypes are differ
ent manifestations of the same rapid deletion process.
For example, the smear observed in sir3 cells may be the
result of the promiscuous action of an exonuclease in
volved in TRD or of the accumulation of a multiplicity
of aberrantly deleted products. These species may also
represent intermediates normally processed more effi
ciently in wild-type cells. In both sets of models, the
action of Sir3p may be mediated through either the
structure of the telosome or telosome/telosome interac
tions (Fig. 9).
Both possibilities are consistent with the ability of
Sir3p to be recruited to the telomere by Raplp and to
self-associate (Moretti et al. 1994; Cockell et al. 1995;
Lustig et al. 1996). It is interesting that an alteration in
TRD precision is also found in cells containing Rapl17p, which lacks the Raplp carboxy-terminal 165amino-acid domain necessary for Raplp/Sir3p associa
tion (Kyrion et al. 1992; Moretti et al. 1994).
The analysis of deletion kinetics suggests the presence
of two populations that differ in TRD rate in hprl cells.
In hprl sir3 alleles, -80% of elongated telomeres are
deleted in a few generations. The remaining 20% seems
more stable, although they still exhibit a TRD rate ele
vated relative to wild-type and hprl cells. This may re
flect a subclass of telomeres impaired in their ability to
align with other telomeres (possibly through an alter
ation in telomeric sequence or telosome structure on one
of the interacting chromatids). Alternatively, this distri
bution may reflect an epigenetic effect in which telo
meres switch between recombinationally proficient and
nonproficient telosome states.
Intertelomeric associations and TRD
Paradoxically, although TRD is likely to be mediated
through an intrachromatid pathway, the specificity of
the process appears to be governed by the telomere
lengths of nonhomologs. These data suggest that associ
ations between telomeres play a role in determining the
fidelity of rapid deletion. Such telomeric interactions
have been observed in a multiplicity of organisms in
cluding yeast (Klein et al. 1992; Dernberg et al. 1995). An
alternative possibility is that the higher abundance of
telomeres titrates a limiting factor necessary for rapid
deletion. This second possibility is unlikely for two rea
sons. First, wild-type and hprl spore colonies containing
on average either 50% or 25% of telomeres elongated
(with the rest wild type in length) do not display differ
ences in TRD frequency (data not shown). Second, rapl17 cells, which produce extremely elongated telomeres,
are highly proficient in rapid deletion (Kyrion et al.
1992).
We propose a model in which alignment of telosomes
precedes rapid deletion (Fig. 9). The nature of the tract
alignment or synapsis may then determine the regions of
the tract that are susceptible to rapid deletion. If telo-
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meres align at the nucleosome-telosome junction, pair
ing may extend through the region of wild-type-length
telomeres. Conceivably, unpaired elongated telomeres
(e.g., the elongated AD£2-marked telomere) may be
more susceptible to TRD events. Our data raise the pos
sibility that SirSp may be involved in this alignment. It
is unlikely that SirSp is the only component governing
fidelity, however, because &ix3 cells can form deleted
products of wild-type length. We envision that TRD nor
mally acts on substrates of smaller sizes than those in
our model system to prevent the slow accumulation of
deleterious elongated telomeres that may be generated
by telomerase or secondary recombinational pathways.
TRD is unlikely to be the only mechanism of size con
trol, however, because elongated, but not wild-typelength, telomeres, also slowly shorten in size over mul
tiple generations in wild-type cells (see Figs. IB and
7B,C). Regardless, TRD is likely to be an important com
ponent of the cellular mechanism that regulates average
telomere tract size and heterogeneity in yeast.
Implications
organisms

for telomere size regulation in other

As similar deletion events have been reported in ciliates,
trypanosomes, yeast, and humans, the process underly
ing rapid deletion may be common to eukaryotes. Te
lomere size in yeast and other eukaryotes may be gov
erned by both TRD and the activity and processivity of
telomerase. Because rapid deletion appears to be regu
lated through the association among telomeres and glob
al telomere length, the activity of telomerase alone

Figure 9. A speculative model for rapid
deletion in yeast. We propose that TRD is
a two-stage process. In the first stage, telosomes (shown by the light and dark
hatched boxes for wild-type and elongated
telomeres, respectively) align at the nucleosomal-telosomal boundary and cluster
through associations between telosomal
proteins (e.g., SirSp) of heterologous te
lomeres. This clustering may afford pro
tection against recombinational and nucleolytic enzymes. Telomeres that elon
gate beyond wild type would not be
included in such a cluster and hence not
be stabilized by telosomal associations. In
the second stage, the intrachromatid exci
sion machinery carries out the deletion
event in these telomeres. The recombina
tion event is drawn here as a simple cross
over. However, the event may also proceed
either by a RADlp-independent SSA path
way or by a double-strand-break-mediated
single-strand invasion (i.e., an abortive
crossover). These latter two classes may be
promoted by invasion of the terminal 3'
overhang at the chromosomal terminus
into sequences adjacent to the clustered
telomeres.

would not be the sole predictor of telomere size in cells
containing telomeres of different sizes. TRD is also a
potential player in the telomere shortening observed in
senescing cells, as TRD would be expected to accelerate
the process of stochastic telomere loss.
TRD-like events have been observed in individual te
lomeres of human immortalized cell lines. These aber
rant deletions, similar to those found in the yeast rapl17 allele, may result in chromosome instability (Murnane et al. 1994). The increased heterogeneity observed
in a recently described immortalized cell line lacking
telomerase may also be caused by a similar aberrant reg
ulation of telomere size (Bryan et al. 1995). These in
triguing findings raise the possibility that aberrant TRD
may contribute to the generation of clonal cell types
bearing chromosome rearrangements, associated with a
wide variety of disease states.
The studies described here have allowed us to gain
insights into the mechanism of rapid deletion and its
possible role in telomere size control in yeast. Further
investigation of these events will help to determine the
types of activities that act at the telomere and the factors
that regulate telomere size in both yeast and higher eu
karyotes.
Materials and methods
Plasmids
The plasmids used in this study are described in Table 2.
Yeast strains and methods
Yeast strains used in this study were isogenic to W303 and are
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listed in Table 3. Strains were generated by standard crosses of
wild-type strains with rapl-17 strains containing an elongated
AD£2-marked telomere or, when noted, by plasmid shuffles.
Standard crosses or, alternatively one- or two-step gene disrup
tions (Kaiser et al. 1994), with the plasmids listed in Table 2,
were utilized to generate the various mutant strains. Spores (or
shuffled strains) carrying the appropriate mutation and the elon
gated i4D£2-marked telomere were recovered after sporulation
(or shuffling). Strains singly backcrossed (i.e., AJL412, BL22,
BL27 spore colonies) contain an average of 50% elongated te
lomeres. Strains proceeding through two backcrosses (i.e., BL29BL33 spore colonies) had an average of 25% elongated telo
meres. In both wild-type and hprl strains, no differences were
observed in TRD rate between cells containing 25% and 50%
elongated telomeres. We note that the sii3::LEU2 allele used in
this study has been demonstrated to retain some minimal
amino-terminal function, because overproduction of Sirlp sup
presses this allele, but not a sir3 null allele (Stone et al. 1991).
A plasmid shuffle (Kaiser et al. 1994) was used to generate the
strains required to determine the telomere phenotype in hpil
iapl-17
cells. YDS/D130 carrying the
chromosomal
rapl::LEU2 and the RAPl gene on pD130 was crossed with
AJL437-ld, that has a U7a3-AD£2-marked VIIL telomere of nor
mal length (Liu et al. 1994), forming BL41. BL41-3b carries the
rapl::LEU2 allele at its chromosomal locus, RAPl on the
pD130 plasmid, and the urfl3-i4D£2-marked VIIL telomere.
BL45 was generated by crossing BL41-3b with UF68-IC. BL4529b carries hpil::HIS3,
iapl::LEU2, pDI30, and the maS>lD£2-marked VIIL telomere. A plasmid shuffle was performed
to replace pD130 with pRS3I6/rapl-I7 in strains BL45-29b,
BL45-16a, and BL45-23c (the latter two carrying a wild-type
copy of Hprlp) to give rise to strains BL45-29bP, BL45-I6aP, and
BL45-23cP. These strains are isogenic except for the differences
in the presence or absence of Hprlp. All three strains were subcultured for four rounds with each round representing ~25 gen
erations of cell growth.
To determine whether TRD at the AD£2-marked telomere is
sensitive to telomere lengths of nonhomologs in both wild-type
and hpil cells, another plasmid shuffle was carried out on strain
BL45-23cP, containing the rapl-17 allele, after four rounds of
subculturing. In this strain, which contained 100% of telomeres
elongated to varying extents, pRS316/rapI-17 was replaced
with pDI30 to give rise to strain BL45-23c-P-l-D. The HPRl

Table 2.

Plasmid

gene in BL45-23c-P -I- D was disrupted by pABx4 to give rise to
stram BL45-23c-P-hD/hprIA.
To construct strains in which the elongated AD£2-marked
telomere was replaced with a wild-type-length C/RA3-marked
telomere, SaiI/£coRI-digested pURA3-VIIL (Gottschhng et al.
1990) was transformed into BL27-IIa, which carries —50%
elongated and —50% wild-type-length telomeres, including an
elongated ura3-AD£2-marked VIIL telomere (Liu et al. 1994).
Ura ^ Ade ~ transformants were selected, and Southern analysis
was used to confirm that the i4D£2-marked telomere was re
placed with a L7/?A3-marked VIIL telomere of wild-type length.
The transformants were subcultured for four rounds with each
round representing —25 generations of growth.
For each strain construction, the presence and length of an
>lD£2-marked telomere, Ui?yl3-marked telomere, or the overall
length of Y' class telomeres was determined as described previ
ously (Kyrion et al. 1993). The length of the AD£2-marked VIIL
telomere for each strain is listed in Table 3.
Assays for rapid

deletion

Color assay TRD rates in most strains was determined by use
of the color assay. For each fluctuation assay, 7-10 single colo
nies of size — 1 m m were picked from YPAD plates and resuspended in 300 |xl HjO. Cells were diluted and —1000 cells were
plated on limiting adenine media (Kyrion et al. 1993). After —3
days of incubation at 30°C, cells were incubated at room tem
perature for an additional 3-5 days for full color development.
Red colonies, white colonies, and white colonies with red sec
tors were scored. In each mutant strain, DNA was isolated from
a subset of both white colonies with red sectors and pure white
colonies to determine telomere sizes, and the percentage of col
onies containing deleted telomeres was applied to the whole
population. We note that rad52 radl double mutants could not
be analyzed for TRD rate becuase of an alteration in pigment
accumulation that obscures the color assay. However, physical
assays did not reveal any increase in the rate of TRD in these
cells.
Physical assays

Two physical assays were used:

1. Solid media subculturing
for detecting clonal
deletion
Wild-type and mutant cells were dispersed on YPAD media
and eight to nine single colonies of identical size (1.5-2.0

constructs

Plasmid

Relevant gene

Reference

pES28
pD330
pCDC77
pDG759
pSH87
PJH523
pABx4
pMSH2::TnI0luk
pMSH3::LEU2
pR2.I0
pBlue6I::LEU2
pPG47
pVLI40
pD130
pRS316/rapl-I7
pURA-VIIL-TEL

sir2::URA3
sir3::LEU2
sir4::URA3
rad7::LEU2
rad5::URA3
pms 1 A:: URA3: :pmsl A
hprlA3::HIS3
msh2::Tnl01uk
msh3::LEU2
rthl::URA3
tlcl::LEU2
tell::URA3
estl::URA3
RAPl/CEN
rapl-17/CEN
adh4-URA3-TEE

C h i e n e t al. (1993)
Shore e t a l . (1984)
C h i e n e t al. (1993)
Paetkauet al. (1994)
Johnson et al. (1992)
Strand e t a l . (1993)
Aguileraand Klein (1990)
Reenan and Kolodner (1992)
S e l v a e t a l . (1995)
Johnson e t a l . (1995)
Singer and Gottschling (1994)
Greenwellet al. (1995)
Lundblad and Szostak (1989)
Kurtz and Shore (19911
Kyrion e t a l . (1992)
Gottschling et al. (1990)
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Table 3.

Yeast

stiains

Strain

Genotype

AD£2-marked
telomere size

W303a^
W303a^
YDS/D130''

MATa }eu2-3,112 HIS3 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
MATa leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-l ma3-l
MATa rapl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 tipl his3 ade2-l ura3-l pD130/RAPl

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

FP300a'=
W814-29a''
W839-9a^

MATa STS2AHIS3 (hpr5-59) leu2-3,112 his3-llJ5
ade2-l trpl-1 uTa3-l
MATa topl-8 (topl::LEU2) leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l tipl-l
uia3-l
MATa rad52-8 (iad52::TRPl) iadl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15
ade2-l
trpl-1 ura3-l
MATarad52-8
(rad52::TRPl) leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
MATa radl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
MATa top3-3 (top3::LEU2) leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
MATa (MATa for 4c) hpTlA3 (hprl::HIS3) leu2-3.112 his3-ll,15
ade2-l
trpl-1 ura3-l

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

MATa leu2-3,112 his3-n.l5
ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa leu2-3,112 HIS3 ade2-l trpl-1
ura3Al::TRPl::ura3Al
ura3-ADE2-VUl
MATa leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l rapl-17
URA3-ADE2-VUL
MATa leu2-3,112 HIS3 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l rapl-17
ura3-ADE2-VlIL
MATa Ieu2-3J12 his3-l 1,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l rapl-17
ura3-ADE2-VIIL

300 bp
300 bp

MATa leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1
URA3-ADE2-VnL
MATa leu2-3,112 H1S3 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa [MATa for 3c and 4b) leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa Ieu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
ura3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa leu2-3,l 12 his3-l 1,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VI1L
MATa leu2-3,112 HIS3 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL

840 bp
950 bp
1800-2000 bp

MATa [MATa for 14b) hpr5::HIS3 leu2-3.112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1
ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa topl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa [MATa for 17c) radl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1
ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATarad52::TRPl
leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa [MATa for lie) top3::LEU2 leu2-3,112 his3-11.15 ade2-l trpl-1
ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa [MATa for 17bl hprl::HIS3 leu2-3,112 his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1
ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa hprl::HIS3 rad52::TRPl radl::LEU2 rapl-17 leu2-3,112
his3-ll,15 ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
MATa [MATa for 6d) hprl::HlS3 radl::LEU2 leu2-3,112
his3-ll,15
ade2-l trpl-1 uia3-l
URA3-ADE2-VnL

1650-1700 bp

W839-5C"
W839-6b''
W878-1C"
UF68-1C, 4c"
AJL275-2a-VIIL-ADE'^
AJL 437-Id
AJL394-ld'=
AJL 442-4b*=
AJL441-2b'=
AJL412-4d
AJL412-2C
BL22-lc,2b,3c,4b
BL27-lla
BL32-7a
BL32-7b
BL29-12b,14b
BL30-6c,12b
BL31-2a,17c
BL31-2c,6a,14a
BL34-8C, lie
BL33-4C, 17b
BL36-1C, 8c
BL40-12d, BL43-6d, 12b

BL40-12C, BL42-3b

MATa [MATa for 3b) hprl::HIS3 rad52::TRPl
ade2-l trpl-1 ura3-l
URA3-ADE2-V1IL

BL45-16aP, 23cP

MATa (MATa for
ura3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa rapl::LEU2
pD130/RAPl
MATa rapl::LEU2
ura3-ADE2-VIIL
MATa hprl::HIS3
ma3-ADE2-yUL

BL45-23C-P + D
BL45-23c-P + D/hprlA
BL45-29bP
BL27-lla/sir2
BL27-lla/sir3(3,5)

leu2-3,112

his3-ll,15

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

N.T.
N.T.
N.T.

2100 bp
1400 bp
1400 bp

1550 bp
1400-1700 bp
1400-1600 bp
1600-1700 bp
1440 bp
N.A.
850bp(12d),
1600 bp (6d)
1550 bp
(12b)
1500-1660 bp

23cP) rapl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 trpl his3 ade2-l ura3-l
pRS316/rapl-17
leu2-3,112 trpl his3 ade2-l ura3-l
ura3-ADE2-VIIL

N.A.

hprl::HIS3 leu2-3,112 trpl his3 ade2-l
pD130/RAPl
rapl::LEU2 leu2-3,112 trpl his3 ade2-l
pRS316/rapl-17

ura3-l

N.A.

ura3-l

N.A.

BL27-lla with sir2::URA3
BL27-lla with sir3::LEU2
[Continued

N.A.

1720 bp
1990-2070 bp

on following page]
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Table 3.

[Continued]

Strain

Genotype

BL27-lla/sir4
BL27-lla/rad7(l,8)
BL27-lla/pmsl (3,4)
BL27-lla/tlcl (1,2,6)
BL27-lla/msh2(2,3)
BL27-lla/msh3(13,14,18,19)
BL27-lla/hprl (2,4,5)
BL27-lla/rthl
BL27-1 la/tell (1,4)
BL27-lla/estl (14)
BL27-lla/rad5 (17)
BL33-4c/sir3 (3,4,9,10)

BL27-11 la with
BL27-111a with
BL27-1H a with
BL27-111a with
BL27-1U a with
BL27-111a with
BL27-111a with
BL27-111a with
BL27-111a with
BL27-1Ua with
BL27-1H a with
BL33-44c with

AD£2-marked
telomere size
1080 bp
1830-1920
2000-2050
1480-1560
1390-1520
1450-1520
1650-1750
1290 bp
1400-1600
1300 bp
2000 bp
1260-1430

sii4::URA3
rad7::LEU2
pmslA
tlcl::LEU2
msh2::Tnl0luk
msh3::LEU2
hprl:: HISS
Tthl::URA3
tell::URA3
estl::URA3
rad5::URA3
sii3::LEU2

bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp

bp

Sources: ^Dr. Rodney Rothstein (Columbia University, New York, NY); ''Dr. David Shore (Columbia University); "^Dr. Hannah Klein
(New York University, NY); '^Kyrion et al. (1993); "Liu et al. (1994). The numbers in parentheses adjacent to the BL27-lla series of
strains are transformant designations. (N.T.) Not tested; (N.A.) not applicable.

m m diam.) were picked and inoculated into 5 ml of YPAD
liquid media. The overnight culture was used for DNA iso
lation to determine the length of the AD£2-marked telom
ere.
2. Liquid subcultuiing foi assaying cumulative deletion
hprl
and hprl sii3 cells were inoculated into 5 ml of YPAD liquid
media and serially subcultured for three rounds, with each
round of growth representing two to three generations. For
detecting slower rates of TRD in wild-type cells carrying
50% or 100% elongated telomeres, cells were inoculated
into 20 ml of YPAD liquid media and subcultured for three
rounds, with each round representing 7-10 doublings.
The frequency of telomere deletion per generation, x, was
calculated from the following parameters: T, the number of
cells at the end of the first subculture; U^, the percentage of
cells that have undeleted forms of the marked telomere after
the ith subculture (i= 1 or 2); and, n, the number of popula
tion doublings during the second subculture. 1 - x repre
sents the fraction of undeleted forms/generation. Therefore,
the number of undeleted telomeres at the end of the second
subculture can be expressed as [T*[7i * (1 -x)"*2"]. Because
T*2" represents the total number of cells at the end of the
second subculture, [/2 = [T*Ui*(l-x)"*2"]/[T*2"]. Hence,
x=l-{U2/Ui]^'",
where n = log2 (ODf/ODJ, and OD, and
ODf are the ODggo values before and after subculturing, respec
tively. The U^ values were determined by quantitation of
Southem blot by use of a p-scope (Betagen), where f7, = cpm
undeleted telomere species divided by cpm undeleted + deleted
telomeric species.
Statistical

analysis

The mean rate of TRD per cell division with the color assay was
calculated by the method of the median (Lea and Coulson 1948).
The statistical significance among different mean values ob
tained in multiple trials was determined by Rank Sum and T
tests (Snedecor and Cochran 1980).
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